
Which Chainsaw Mount 

If you want to mount a chainsaw on your UTV here are the choices 

To Browse through ALL of the Chainsaw Carriers Click Here 

Or read the description below and click on the underlined link that will take you directly to that 

product 

Roll Bar Chainsaw Mount -RCM-3012 is a chainsaw scabbard that attaches to the ROUND Roll Bar or 

Bumper. It fits 1.5” to 2” Round Pipe.  Our most popular Chainsaw Scabbard. 

Roll Bar Chainsaw Mount - RCM-3012-PF is the same scabbard but the mounts are made to fit the profile 

tube on 2018-2024 Polaris Ranger, General, Can Am Defender and Maverick Trail. The roll cages on 

those units are not round; they use profile tube so the clamps to attach the chainsaw scabbard are 

different. 

Bed Mount Chainsaw Scabbard- Polaris Ranger and General. R-3012 -This scabbard comes with Lock and 

Ride Anchors for quick, simple installation. 

Bed Mount Chainsaw Scabbard – Can Am Defender and Can Am CommanderCA-3012  This scabbard 

comes with Hornet LinQ Twist- Lock Anchors for quick, simple installation. 

Rack Mount Chainsaw Scabbard– To attach a Chainsaw Scabbard to any of the Hornet Cargo Racks and 

Bed Rails this is the one. RZ-3006 Comes with simple brackets to attach the scabbard to all Hornet Racks. 

Rack Mount Chainsaw Scabbard to the new Hornet Adjustable Racks for Polaris Ranger, General, and 

Can Am Defender the CAR-3012 is the one you want. 

Polaris Sportsman Deck Mount Chainsaw Scabbard S-3012 comes with Lock and Ride Anchors for quick 

and simple installation on the plastic deck of your Polaris Sportsman. 

ATV Chainsaw Scabbard- If you have an ATV with a small diameter round rail around the front or rear 

plastic deck then you need the R-3012-R.  It attaches to round tube ¾’ to 1” Diameter.  This chainsaw 

mount also fits all of the Hornet Cargo Racks ¾” Tube. 
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